my love letter to the art and artists that helped me get through quarantine
by Sydney Rockwood
ART WILL SAVE US
Art above by ink-the-artist on tumblr, titled “The Painter and Her Neighbor”

I can do this, I thought. Then: And even if I can’t, I have to.
“Is that where creativity comes from? From sad biz?”

- Adventure Time

Art above by Uwe Henneken, titled A Teaching in Transfiguration, 2017.
Art below by tracymcmillan on Instagram

YOU HAVEN'T YET MET ALL THE PEOPLE YOU WILL LOVE
A massive thank you to all the creators who overcome art block to pump out content for an audience that doesn’t always appreciate how hard you work and a climate that sometimes feels as though it’s actively fighting against your success. You mean more to us than you’d ever know.

Art by murpha.s on Instagram
And thank you for picking up this zine, whether you consider yourself a consumer or a creator or something in between.

Vincent Van Gogh’s *The Olive Trees*, 1889.